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A. OBJECTIVES

- What services are available
- Who is being served by the programs
- Who serves the children
- What services are available in the country
- What ministries are responsible for the provision of services
- Who coordinates across ministries
B. STRATEGIES

- Documentary Study
- Secondary data: Statistics
- Field visits when necessary and feasible
C. GUIDING QUESTIONS

- Detailed questions re: country profile, ....
- Detailed questions re: reference services (access, quality, resource distribution/mobilization, governance, effectiveness of implementation)
D. ACTUAL WRITING OF BACKGROUND REPORT

- Data Collection
- Data Analyses and Verification
- Synthesis Writing
- Report Write Up
E. REVIEW & FIELD VISITS BY INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS

- Review of and Commentaries on Background Report
- Field Visits to Selected Reference Programs
F. WRITING MULTIPLE CASE STUDIES

- Telephone Conferences To Verify Data & Technical Terms
- Policy Study Write Up
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